ABSTRACT is paper introduces new techniques for sampling a ributed networks to support standard Data Mining tasks. e problem is important for two reasons. First, it is commonplace to perform data mining tasks such as clustering and classi cation of network a ributes (a ributes of the nodes, including social media posts). Furthermore, the extraordinarily large size of real-world networks necessitates that we work with a smaller graph sample. Second, while random sampling will provide an unbiased estimate of content, random access is o en unavailable for many networks. Hence, network samplers such as Snowball sampling, Forest Fire, Random Walk, Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk are widely used; however, these a ribute-agnostic samplers were designed to capture salient properties of network structure, not node content. e la er is critical for clustering and classi cation tasks. ere are three contributions of this paper. First, we introduce several a ribute-aware samplers based on Information eoretic principles. Second, we prove that these samplers have a bias towards capturing new content, and are equivalent to uniform sampling in the limit. Finally, our experimental results over large real-world datasets and synthetic benchmarks are insightful: a ribute-aware samplers outperform both random sampling and baseline a ribute-agnostic samplers by a wide margin in clustering and classi cation tasks.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose new sampling algorithms for a ributed networks. By network a ributes, we speci cally mean content attributes such as gender, location etc. that are distinct from a ributes arising from network structure (e.g. node degree, clustering coecient).
Sampling networks with the aim of improving data mining task performance is important. Classi cation [28] , community discovery [31] as well as clustering of nodes into functional groups [6] using node content are familiar data mining tasks on networks. e Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Conference'17, Washington, DC, USA © 2016 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn extraordinarily large size of real-world networks (e.g. Facebook has over a billion nodes) necessitates that we work with a smaller graph sample. To sample, most researchers use well known graph sampling methods such as snowball sampling, or stochastic samplers such as Random Walk, Forest Fire [13] and Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk (MHRW) [8] . ere is an implicit assumption that these samplers are "good enough" to form representative samples for their task. However, much of the early work on network sampling focused on preserving the structural properties of the network in the sample, not to discover pa erns in the node content a ributes.
Sampling uniformly at random, over the population is the standard for developing an unbiased estimate of the a ribute value distribution and associated statistics including mean and variance. Random access to nodes in a graph is not always available and social networks including Facebook and Pinterest actively prevent such access. us we use link-trace samplers such as Snowball sampling or Random Walk, where each node added to the sample has a neighbor in the current sample. Indeed MHRW [8] was designed so that the stationary distribution over the graph is uniform. e challenge with MHRW is that for nite samples the probability of visiting each node is not uniform.
If our goal is to cluster or to classify the node content, can we do "be er" than uniform sampling over the graph? We motivate this question by an illustrative example. Figure 1 shows a training set comprising two classes, A and B where each class represented by a set of two dimensional samples; each class is of a di erent size. Assume that we are trying to learn a discriminative classi er (e.g. SVM). We know from standard Machine Learning theory that the most informative samples to build the SVM lie at the boundary of each class. Uniform sampling of each class A, B, will have uninformative samples picked away from class boundary. In contrast, we would ideally like to pick points near the class boundary. us we should expect that for the same nite sample size N , uniform sampling should have higher generalization error than for those sets of size N containing samples primarily near the boundary for each class. is example motivated our idea of obtaining surprising or extremal samples for clustering and classi cation tasks.
We speci cally look at three tasks-data characterization, clustering and classi cation. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose several new link-trace samplers grounded in Information eory. ese "Information Expansion" samplers seek out previously unseen content samples rapidly covering the a ribute range. (2) We characterize the bias of these Information theoretic samplers, and prove two lemmas: they are biased towards collecting nodes with a ribute values absent from the current sample; asymptotic behavior tends towards uniform distribution. In practice, this means that for small sample Content nodes at the boundary are the most informative nodes for classi cation. In support vector machines, they are also called as support vectors. Uniform sampling has two challenges: it collects non-informative samples away from the class boundary, and will under sample or even miss small classes.
sizes, information expansion samplers perform strati ed sampling, covering more informative samples. We have interesting results for all three tasks. In all three casescharacterization, clustering and classi cation-a ribute-aware samplers substantially outperform baselines (BFS, RW, MHRW). For data characterization task only, uniform random sampling has the best raw performance (KS statistic). However, this is statistically indistinguishable from content aware link-trace sampling. For clustering task for example, there is an average of 45% improvement over uniform sampling at a sample size of 5% for real-world data sets. e improvements are more signi cant at smaller sample sizes. For example, in Patent network, 5.7% of the patents sampled via proposed samplers achieve the same clustering performance as 10% of the patents collected uniformly from the dataset. is amounts to a saving of over 100K nodes in sampling.
Furthermore, while samplers such as MHRW have been shown to be asymptotically equivalent to uniform sampling the graph, however, nite sample statistics of MHRW reveal that for a nite sample, the probability of visiting a node is not uniform over the network.
We show via a stylized example the di erences between two linktrace samplers-MHRW and Information eXpansion Sampling (IXS). Figure 2 shows an a ributed network with a strong community structure and having a single discrete a ribute; the di erent colors in the graph refer to di erent a ribute values. e two sub-gures show a single trace of size equal to 10% of the network size, of two algorithms (MHRW, Information eXpansion Sampler) starting from the same seed node (marked in red). e sampled nodes are marked with a dark black ring, and the edges of the induced subgraph are colored black. As can be seen from Figure 2 , MHRW gets "stuck" in a small section of the network even though it has an asymptotically optimal performance characteristic. For a small sample size, MHRW has a known bias towards low-degree nodes. Note that IXS with its bias towards capturing new a ribute values is much more e cient at covering the a ribute space. In a similar vein illustrated . Subplot (a) shows MHRW, a random walk based sampler, getting stuck in a local part of the network, due to its bias. Subplot (b) shows data aware sampler IXS overcoming this bottleneck due to its bias for new information.
through Figure 3 , we can show that IXS is superior to XS [18] (an a ribute-agnostic sampler that performs well with networks with community structure) for dis-assortative a ributed-networks with poor community structure. In summary, our proposed Information eXpansion Sampling algorithm expands rapidly in the content space when there are a ributes to be discovered, but more like a random walker if the information in the network neighborhood of the sample fails to provide guidance. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we formally de ne the sampling problem. In Section 3, we discuss a ribute-agnostic and a ribute-aware papers and introduce our information expansion based samplers. In the three following sections, we present results for synthetic and real-world datasets for baseline and our a ribute-aware samplers for data characterization, clustering and classi cation tasks. In Section 7, we discuss prior work and in Section 8, we discuss limitations. We present our conclusions in Section 9.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we shall rst de ne the notation used in the paper (Table 1) , then we shall formally de ne the task-driven (or purposeful) sampling problem in Section 2.1. We shall conclude the section with a discussion of the real-world datasets used as well as the mechanisms to create realistic a ributed datasets.
Problem Statement
Assume that we have a graph G = (V , E), where each node has m content a ributes (e.g. gender, location, etc.) and that we have a task F that performs operations using an a ributed graph as input.
e task F produces an output: a data characterization in the form of a scalar (e.g. mean of an a ribute), or a vector (e.g. distribution of gender); a mapping (e.g. assignment of each node to a cluster); a function (e.g. a classi er that operates on further input).
Further assume that the input to F is a sample S of size z |V |. e sample S can be obtained through a variety of ways, for example, random sampling of nodes. However, in practice random access 
A ribute vector or content of a node S
Sampled nodes N (S)
Frontier node set or neighborhood of set S {w ∈ V \ S :
Number of content clusters in G.
to the nodes is rare. Instead, most network sampling mechanisms are link-trace samplers. We de ne link trace sampling in a manner similar to [18] as follows. Given an integer z and an initial seed node ∈ V to which S is initialized, a link trace sampler L adds node to S such that there exists a node w ∈ S where (w, ) ∈ E. e sampler stops when |S| = z. Link-trace samplers yield connected components since each new addition must lie in N (S), the neighborhood of S. We ran the linktrace samplers on largest component of the graph leading to a sample collection of z nodes from the |V | nodes of the underlying network.
is sample S is associated with an induced subgraph G z = (V z , E z ). us for a given sample size z, seed nodes θ and a task F , the goal is to nd an optimal link-trace sampler L * such that,
e function D measure the distance between the outputs for task F in the ideal case with the entire graph G as input against the case when the sampled graph G z is used as input. e graph G z is parameterized by the sampler L and the seed set θ . e distance measure is task dependent: D could be just the absolute di erence in values, say when F is computing the mean of an a ribute, the KS statistic in the case when F computes a distribution, or Normalized Mutual Information when F performs clustering.
ere may be two sources of randomness involved in sampling, depending on the type of sampler. e rst source is the location of the seed set and the second may be the sampler itself. For stochastic samplers such as Random-Walk, given the same seed, every run of the algorithm will produce a di erent sample. e expectation E is over both sources of information, although Equation (1) only refers to the expectation over θ . us, Equation (1) simply says that we should select the link trace sampler with minimum distance to the ideal case, averaged over di erent seed sets and over di erent link traces.
Datasets
In this section, we discuss the real world datasets and generators to synthesize a ributed network datasets.
We consider an assortment of ve real-world datasets from varied domains: Facebook, Patent, Enron, Pokec and Wikipedia. e networks di er in size, and in key network parameters: degree distribution, diameter and clustering coe cient. See Table 2 for a summary. e networks also di er in a ribute cardinality, a ribute type (discrete vs. continuous a ributes), data skew and assortivity (e.g. Patent category is most assortative with value 0.64). See Table 3 .
e Facebook network [19] is a friendship network. is network has discrete a ributes of moderate cardinality and low assortativity (maximum assortativity is 0.34 for locale). e patent network [15] is the citation network of all patents granted by the US from 1963 till 1999. e a ributes have high discrete cardinality for some of the a ributes such as country of origin and continuous a ributes like claims and citations have range over thousands. Most of the a ributes are dis-assortative with Pokec [29] is another social network from Slovakia. We use two discrete a ributes: "age" and "gender". ese a ribute have low cardinality. e a ribute "gender" is dis-assortatively mixed (-0.12) while "age" groups are homophilic (0.366).
e Wikipedia network [1] is an information network connecting philosopher pages in Wikipedia. Two philosophers share an attribute if they point to another non-philosopher page in Wikipedia. We treat a non-philosopher as an a ribute if at least ve philosopher pages cite it. e dataset is unique: the number of a ributes per node is greater than the number of nodes; each a ribute is boolean and asymmetric (i.e. one value is much more likely than the other). We perform our experiments on the largest component of the undirected versions of these networks. Table 3 describes the a ributes with their properties used in our experiments. We now discuss the synthetic a ributed-network generation. ere are three elements to synthetic network generation: the network structure, the a ributes and the relationship between attributes and network structure.
For the network generation, we use the Lancichine i-FortunatoRadicchi (LFR) [12] algorithm to generate arti cial networks of size N = 1000, with mixing coe cient µ = 0.1 that resemble real world networks. with strong community structure. Such networks are referred to as LFR(µ =0.1), in the rest of the paper.
ere are three essential data characteristics: skew, purity and assortivity. Assume that we have a single discrete a ribute that takes on k values; this discussion is easily extended to multiple discrete a ributes and to continuous a ributes. Now, in the discrete one dimensional case, all data points sharing the same distinct a ribute value will be grouped together into one cluster, C k . e data skew s(C) (= 1 − H (C)/H max ) of a set of clusters C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k } is de ned in terms of Shannon entropy H (C) over the cluster size. We shall use three discrete skew values of (low ≈ 0, medium ≈ 0.22, high ≈ 0.52) when generating the a ributed network. e purity p of the data refers to the separability of the data clusters; this is parameterized by the standard deviation of the continuous variable and is easily extended to discrete [24] . We use two extreme purity values (low ≈ 0.2 and high ≈ 10) to synthesize the network. Assortativity (a) measures the degree to which nodes similar a ributes are connected to each other that is signi cantly di erent from random matches [21] . We use two levels (low ≈ 0, high ≈ 1) of assortivity, where the low case corresponds to random assignments of a ributes and the high case corresponds to a ≈ 1. We note that negative assortivity is hard to achieve when the number of a ribute values is large since cross a ribute edges are similar to random matches.
Finally, we assign the synthesized a ributes to the nodes in the network according to the speci ed assortative value through a label propagation algorithm, which is terminated when the target assortivity is achieved. We use the principle of swapping and propagation to map the a ributes (content) onto the network. In the swapping technique, an extreme (high, low) assortative distribution over network is rst generated using the community detection and approximate k-coloring problem respectively. Randomly swapping categorical a ribute between pair of vertices causes assortativity to tend to zero which is stopped when the target assortativity is achieved. e propagation algorithm propagates the same category with a proportional high probability if the target assortativity is high and vice versa.
In this Section, we de ned all the symbols used in the paper, and formally de ned the task-driven sampling problem; we speci cally focus on link-trace samplers in this paper. en we discussed the real-world and synthetic datasets used in this paper. In the next Section, we discuss di erent network sampling methodologies.
SAMPLING ATTRIBUTED NETWORKS
Let us denote the sample set of nodes collected from the network as S. Frontier nodes, denoted as N (S), are the set of nodes that have at least one neighbor in S. We de ne ∆ to be the neighbors of node ∈ N (S) that do not belong to S. Furthermore, we are primarily interested in acquiring a representative sample of node content : a ributes of a node unrelated to node structure; a ributes such as location, gender, education level.
e set of sampling algorithms proposed in this paper fall under the description of link-trace sampling. In such sampling schemes, the next node selected for inclusion in the set S is a neighbor of at least one node in S. In other words, ∈ N (S). We keep adding nodes until we have collected a target number of nodes |S|; typically |S| N |, where N is the number of nodes in the graph.
e mechanism of node addition (link trace vs. uniform sampling) has important implications on the sampled node content quality. Link trace sampling is essential when random access to individual nodes is unavailable. Social networks such as Facebook or Pinterest prevent random node access; notice that link-trace sampling techniques (e.g. BFS, Random Walk) are primarily used to crawl the World Wide Web. Furthermore, even if there is a unique numeric id associated with each individual (e.g. Twi er), the ids may not be sequential, requiring us to do costly rejection sampling [5] . e inability to randomly access each node in the graph (e.g. Facebook) implies that sampling uniformly at random for node content is infeasible on these networks. is is important because sampling uniformly at random is critical to creating a representative sample on which we can perform data mining tasks.
We can broadly categorize sampling algorithms as either a ributeagnostic, or a ribute-aware. e key di erence lies in if the sampling algorithm uses the content a ributes (not related to network structure) or not. We rst discuss a ribute-agnostic sampling, followed by a discussion of a ribute-aware samplers in Section 3.2.
Attribute Agnostic
A ribute-agnostic algorithms, including breadth rst search (BFS), Forest Fire [13] , Metropolis Hastings Random Walk (MHRW) [9] , Random Walk (RW) and Expansion Sampling (XS) [18] , do not use the a ribute (or content) of any node to construct S. Well known sampling algorithms such as Forest Fire [13] ignore nodal content because they were explicitly designed to preserve graph structural properties in the sampled graph including degree distribution, diameter, and densi cation. Now, we introduce well known a ribute-agnostic sampling algorithms: snowball sampling; ForestFire; expansion sampling; Random Walk (RW) and MHRW. In snowball sampling, uses a small seed set of vertices (θ ) to start collection of data through Breadth First Search (BFS). Snowball sampling is computationally e cient, but biased towards high degree nodes [11] and is sensitive the selection of the seed nodes [18] . Leskovec and Faloutsos [13] proposed ForestFire, which explores a subset of a node's neighbors according to a "burning probability" p f ; at p f = 1, ForestFire is identical with BFS. At each iteration, the algorithm chooses a subset of the neighbors of the current node using a geometric distribution. While Forest Fire is superior to BFS, it su ers from a degree bias [11] . Maiya and Berger-Wolf [18] proposed expansion sampling (XS), motivated by expander graphs. XS adds nodes in a greedy manner in the direction of the largest unexplored region. at is, we a add a node * to S when * = arg max
In other words XS nds that node * that has the largest number of neighbors outside of the set S ∪ N (S). Maiya and Berger-Wolf [18] suggest that XS relatively insensitive to seed set. While XS will rapidly discover homogeneous communities, it does less well over disassortative networks since the sampling algorithm is a ribute agnostic. Re-weighted Random Walk sampling (RW) is a variant of the classic Random Walk algorithm, re-weighted to provide a be er estimate of the content distribution. e re-weighting is necessary since the random walk algorithm has a high degree node bias. Notice that the stationary probability π of visiting a node is proportional to the node degree. Hence the re-weighting discounts the label associated with the node of degree d , by its degree; a ribute probabilities are estimated through the Hansen-Hurwitz estimator [7] to develop an unbiased estimate of the content. Assuming an a ribute A can take values (A 1 , A 2 , … A r ) with the corresponding groups; ∪ r 1 A i = V , the unbiased probability distribution ( p) estimate of any discrete a ribute A from a RW sampled collection is :
Similarly, we can use kernel density estimators for continuous a ributes. Metropolis-Hasting random walk sampling (MHRW) has an important asymptotic property: the stationary distribution is uniform over all the nodes. us in principle, MHRW is equivalent to uniform random sampling of the graph. MHRW achieves the uniform stationary distribution by altering the transition probabilities between pairs of nodes. One important concern: less than idealnite sample behavior. Poor nite sample behavior is observable on graphs with strong community structure, causing the MHRW to get stuck in a local community. MHRW typically requires sample sizes of O(N ), where N is the number of nodes in the graph, to achieve the stationary distribution. e nite sample performance of MHRW becomes problematic for typical sample sizes for internet scale graphs (e.g. Facebook has over a billion users) that are an order of magnitude smaller than N (i.e. |S| ≈ 0.05 × N ; 5% of N ).
Attribute Aware
A ribute-aware samplers use node a ributes (content) to determine the sample set S. ese samplers determine the next node to be added to the current sample set S, by checking the content of the node against the content of the nodes in the current sample. At any point in time, we have the set S, comprising nodes in the current sample set, N (S), the set of all frontier nodes who have at least one neighbor in S. At each step, we shall add to S, one optimal node ∈ N (S). We shall assume that for each ∈ N (S), we shall have access to the content of the neighbors of . is is similar in spirit to Expansion Sampling (XS) proposed by Maiya and Berger-Wolf [18] . We call the set of neighbors of , that do not belong to S, the candidate set for node and shall designate it with ∆ . e rest of this section organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the idea of surprise, grounded in Information eory and develop algorithms that incorporate surprise to sample network content. en, in Section 3.2.2, we introduce the idea that extremal points-ones that are far away from all the points in the current sample-are the most informative.
3.2.1 Surprise Based Sampling. Surprise based samplers compute the extent to which the distribution of a ribute values in the candidate set ∪ ∆ is predicted by the set S.
Balanced sampling (BAL) is the simplest surprise-based sampler that adds one node from the frontier at a time; the a ributes of the selected node have low probability of occurrence in the sample S.
In Information Expansion Sampling (IXS), surprise I ∆ of a candidate set ∪ ∆ (with respect to S) is computed as follows:
where, r is the number of distinct a ribute values, p ∆ (i) is the probability of a ribute value i in the candidate set ∪ ∆ , and p S (i) is the probability of the a ribute value i in the sample set S. IXS expands to rapidly discover unseen a ribute values. Notice that unseen a ribute values (i.e. p S (i) = 0) in S will cause Equation (4) to diverge; IXS reduces to BAL when ∆ = ϕ. Selection of nodes from the neighborhood set N (S) in a manner that maximizes surprise Equation (4) results in interesting sampler behavior over time.
We identify the behavior through two lemmas. P . e surprise of a candidate set ∪ ∆ diverges, when the set contains a node with an a ribute value not present in the current sample S. e divergence can occur either because the node has an a ribute value absent in S, or that ∆ has at least one node with an unseen a ribute value. In the former case, we add node to the sample immediately, while in the la er case, we add the node in ∆ with the unseen a ribute value in the next step.
Assume that we have an in nite d-regular random graph, where each node of the graph takes on a value from a categorical a ribute X . en, e i j is the probability that node with a ribute value i has a neighbor with a ribute value j, with j e i j = 1. e set e i j de nes the assortivity matrix E for a ribute X . e assortivity matrix is tied to the distribution p of a ribute values of X over the entire graph as follows: E t p = p. at is, p is the right eigenvector of E t with eigenvalue 1. Now, we prove a Lemma on how the assortivity E creates a bias in information expansion sampling. L 3.2. e distribution of a ribute values in the sample set S, tends to the population distribution of the a ribute, under Information Expansion Sampling over a d-regular, random, in nite graph.
P
. We shall prove the result for the case of an a ribute that takes on two values {1,2}. Let us assume that the two a ribute values {1, 2} occur in the set S with probabilities p and 1 − p with p < 1/2. Further assume that in the sample candidate set ∪ ∆ , a ribute value 1 occurs with probability x and a ribute value 2 occurs with probability 1 − x. us the a ribute value with lower probability occurs in the candidate set ∪ ∆ with probability x.
e surprise I ∆ associated with the set ∪ ∆ is:
Since I ∆ is linear in x and since p < 1/2, IXS will pick the node * ∈ N (S) with the largest value of x to maximize I ∆ . In other words, IXS will pick the node * with the largest fraction of least probable a ribute. If p < x, then the entropy of the updated sample set S ∪ increases as the entropy H (p) of the sample S is concave in p. e limit of p is simply E(x), the expectation of the fraction of the candidate set that is of a ribute value 1. In other words, p ≤ E(x).
e expected value of x, E(x), depends on the assortivity matrix E as well as the probabilities p 1 and p 2 , the probabilities that a random node is of type 1 or type 2. We compute E(x) as follows:
Equation (6) shows that E(x) is the product of the prior probabilities of node having a ribute 1 or 2, times the expected fraction number of neighbors being of type 1 given that either has a ribute 1 or 2. e expected fractions depend on the assortivity values and d the degree each node. Equation (7) follows as [p 1 , p 2 ] is a le eigenvector of the assortivity matrix E. e result that p = E(x) follows due to the concavity of H (p).
To summarize, IXS begins with a bias to rapidly cover the range of a ribute values, and in the limit, ensures that the distribution of a ribute values in S tends to the a ribute value distribution in the population. In other words, the initial behavior is akin to stratied sampling and the limiting behavior of IXS is akin to uniform sampling of the node content.
us far, we've discussed surprise for categorical variables. We can extend the notion of surprise to continuous variables by simply discretizing the continuous variables and then computing the surprise using Equation (4) with the discretized values. Next, we discuss a di erent approach to sampling continuous content.
Extremal Point Sampling.
A node that is at a large distance, in terms of its features, from the all the current nodes would be surprising. We use this idea, which we term extremal point sampling (ExP), to identify surprising nodes for nodes with continuous features. In ExP, we rank the candidate nodes in terms of their average distance to all the nodes in the sample set S. e node with the highest rank is then added to the sample set S. While we could use many di erent distance measures, we choose to use the standard Euclidean distance. Mahanalobis distance with its covariance correction would be the ideal Euclidean distance choice, but is not used due to the di culty in developing a stable estimate for the covariance matrix with a small sample. Information expansion samplers that use both continuous and discrete variables are termed as Hybrid IXS (H-IXS).
Surprise based MHRW.
Could we make MHRW a ribute aware? One possibility is to couple the surprise for each node ∈ N (i), where N (i) is the neighborhood of i, the node where the MHRW sampler is at present. We could de ne the probabilityp i, of jumping from node i to node as:
where, I ∆ is the surprise with respect to the sample set S and p i, is the probability of transitioning to from i in the original MHRW sampler.
is approach has intuitive appeal since it appears to combine the best ideas from a ribute-agnostic samplers with that of surprise based a ribute-aware samplers; in addition unlike IXS or H-IXS, it is not a deterministic algorithm. e challenge is that Equation (9) changes the stationary distribution of the sampler-we are no longer guaranteed uniform stationary distribution over the graph nodes. Such content-aware MHRW algorithms are also harder to analyze since the process is no longer rst order Markov. Regardless, the idea that one could combine a ribute-aware and a ribute-agnostic samplers has obvious appeal, and we shall consider this idea in more detail in Section 3.3. We propose a simplistic combination sampler from IXS and MHRW that chooses non-deterministically with equal probability to sample from either of the strategies. We call this combination sampler as IXS and MHRW or I&M.
All the algorithms discussed thus far assume no prior knowledge of the structural characteristics of the network or anything about the distribution of the content. However, o en, we may have a rough idea of either the properties of the network, say the skewness of the degree distribution or of the a ribute values (e.g. most of the Twi er users are from the U.S.). How should we incorporate this side information into the sampling process?
We have explored this idea with respect to sampling content properties of the network. For example, assume that we have access via an oracle, to the underlying a ribute distribution p over the entire network. en, one could simply use the earlier surprise based criteria to add additional nodes to the sample S, except that instead of using P S (i) in Equation (4), we use p i . Notice that p is a constant while P S is variable. is change will ensure that samples collected in S will have an a ribute distribution that matches p.
When the prior p is unavailable, one could proceed as follows. We rst MHRW till the sample statistic (say the distribution mean) converges via Gilman Ruben or Gweeke statistic [5] and then estimatep, the sample a ribute value distribution. en, we proceed as earlier and usep in the surprise calculation.
Another approach is to incorporate knowledge of the underlying content clusters, or content classes, which may be known (e.g. if all residents in a U.S. state form a class, then there are 50 classes). Assume then, that we know the number of content clusters k. We can combine the IXS (for categorical content) and the ExP samplers (for the continuous feature vectors) as follows. From the sampled set S, we construct k content clusters with di erent centers using the continuous content. en, we assign each node in S and ∆ to the nearest cluster center. Now, we can compute surprise as earlier based on the cluster id distribution of ∆ in conjunction with the surprise of ∆ with respect to the distribution of categorical a ributes in S.
On the other hand if the content distribution of the original network is known from practice or approximation [8] , we leverage the variable neighbourhood search (VNS) approach to select nodes sequentially that preserve the known prior content distribution in the hope of gaining a be er representative sample. In other words we select the node * in N (S) which minimizes KS statistic of the sample and original distribution.
Pareto-Optimal Sampling
It would be ideal to develop a sampler that could preserve the properties of the network content as well as structural properties of the network. We do this via a Pareto-optimal sampler that combines MHRW based sampling with surprise based sampling. Assume that we have a sample set S. en, ∀ ∈ N (S), we can compute two numbers: the probability of reaching from S via MHRW and I ∆ the surprise due to node . us we can compute the Pareto-optimal frontier using all ∈ N (S) and choose the node from the frontier that best suits our bias (equal weight to structural properties and to content). We provide results of a pareto-combination of IXS (I ∆ ) and XS (|∆ |) called as pIX (pareto-IXS-XS) and another pareto combination of IXS (I ∆ ) and MHRW (under independece assumption of new transition probabilities (P * ) called as pIM (pareto-IXS-MHRW).
In this section we discussed a ribute-agnostic and a ributeaware sampling schemes. e main idea behind a ribute-aware sampling algorithms is to preserve node content properties including content distribution in the sample. We introduced the idea of surprise, grounded in Information eory, as a metric to develop sampling schemes. Next, we evaluate these sampling schemes on characterizing the node content.
DATA CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we discuss how samplers preserve the statistical characteristics of a ributed graphs: properties related to the network structure; distributions of a ributes and joint content-network relationships. We conclude this section by presenting experimental results comparing di erent samplers.
Properties
We study three properties of an a ributed network: network structure, content structure and network-content relationship.
Network Properties: We use three properties widely used to characterize network datasets [13, 18] -degree distribution, clustering coe cient, diameter. We will evaluate samplers based on their ability to preserve these three network properties in the sampled subgraph. that e degree distribution is simply the probability distribution P(k) of nding a node with degree k in the network. e clustering coe cient distribution is the distribution of clustering coe cients over node degree. e local clustering coe cient of a node is de ned as:
, where e is the number of edges amongst the neighbors of node , and d is the degree of node .
Content Characteristics: We would like samplers to preserve essential aspects of the node content, including a ribute value distribution and a ribute coverage. By the phrase "node content, " we refer to the a ributes such as "gender=female, " "ethnicity=asian"; we are using the word "content" to refer to all nodal a ributes that are not derived from structural properties of the graph, such as degree and clustering coe cient. We use the familiar KolmogorovSmirov (KS) statistic to compute the distance between the sample a ribute value distribution and the underlying ground-truth attribute value distribution. Content coverage is another key content characteristic. We de ne content coverage as the ratio of the number of unique a ribute values in the sample to the cardinality of the corresponding a ribute in the underlying content. We use logarithmic binning for continuous a ributes. Besides distribution and coverage, content a ributes exhibit structure in the form of clusters; we discuss this in Sections 5 and 6.
Joint Network-Content Relationships : Network structure and node content are o en correlated; this is termed as homophily. For example, the correlation can arise due to homophily [20] when friendships form when like minded individuals seek out each other.
us it is important to preserve the correlation between network and content. We will use assortativity [21] a widely used metric to measure this correlation. Besides assortativity, we de ne and discuss more speci c measures of homophily at nodal levels such as Ego-relation and Star-relation [10] .
However, assortativity being a global measure fails to capture a ribute mixing at micro levels. We therefore propose two new local measures-Star-relation (S ) and Ego-relation (E ) for every a ribute. Star-relation is the de ned as the agreement (or correlation) of content a ribute values between a node and her friends. On the other hand, Ego-relation (E ) is de ned as the agreement of content among the node and her friends. us,
e equations says that Star-relation of a node is the fraction of 's neighbor who have same a ribute value as . Notice that the degree d of the node is simply |N |. Similarly, the Ego-relation of a node is the fraction of node pairs in neighborhood of including that have the same a ribute value. us S captures the degree to which a node agrees with her friends, while E captures the degree to which a group agrees. In this paper, we study assortativity, Star-relation and Ego-relation for every a ribute independently to understand the di erent network-content relationship.
Experimental setup
Dataset description: We now present the dataset used along-with our guiding principle for choosing these networks and their corresponding content a ributes. While many a ributed networks are available, we decided to work with only those networks that are not sparse-in other words, most nodes have values for a ributes of interest. We set the sparsity threshold to 75%. We removed nodes with missing values from our datasets in the pre-processing step. Hence, we chose to work with network datasets from Facebook, US Patent, Enron, Wikipedia and Pokec. Furthermore, we considered a ributed-network datasets such as Google+, Twi er and Microso Academic Search dataset [16, 27] which were not chosen due to concerns over sparsity. We recognize that future sampler design must address the issue of sparsity and noise. We picked a set of a ributes to work with, such that over these a ributes we had a wide variation in range, cardinality, purity, skew and assortativity. We choose a ributes from that are not dependent on network structure such as "gender" of a person and "category" of a patent which are independent of network. Additionally for a ribute choice, we choose contrasting a ributes to cover a wide range of content characteristics such as range/cardinality, purity, skew and assortativity.
Evaluation: We evaluate the performance of a sampler as the mean performance for a speci c characteristic over a range of sample sizes. As an example, for a xed sample size, we use the K-S statistic to measure the di erence in a ribute value distribution between the original graph and the sample. We compute the expected value, by running the sampling operation using a new seed node hundred times. en we compute the mean of these expected values over the di erent target sample sizes to determine the average performance of the sampler.
us, let D be the measure used, with α(l) being the number of nodes in the sampled graph G , such that the sampled graph size is l% of the original graph G. us at any target sample size α(l), the expected performance is E[D(G, G ; α(l))], where the expectation operator E is over di erent samples G each of size α(l). us the mean performance with respect to a characteristic is:
e mean performance valuesD can be interpreted as area under the curve of performance D against sample size. We use Q = 10. 
Experimental results
In this section, we present our sampling results for four di erent characteristics of a ributed network: (1) content distribution, (2) content coverage, (3) network structure including degree, clustering coe cient and path length and (4) content-network dependence including assortativity. Results for the four characteristics are presented in the Tables 4 to 7 . We now describe the general characteristics common to all results followed by detailed interpretation of each result table. Notice that the results in Tables 4 to 7 have segmented rows and some missing values (N/A). We organize the samplers into three groups (visually segmented in the tables): a ribute-agnostic link-trace samplers such as BFS, RW, MHRW, FF and XS; the baseline sampler, UNI and the proposed surprise-driven a ribute-aware samplers like ExP, BAL and IXS. Some entries are listed as Non applicable (N/A). is can happen if we use a sampler that relies on continuous a ributes (ExP), but the network has only discrete a ributes (Facebook). Similarly, in Table 4 , IXS and BAL cannot be performed over the continuous a ributes in Enron without the knowledge of the range of continuous a ribute.
In the rst data characterization task, we compute the KS statistic between a ribute distributions of the nodes in sampled graph and the nodes in original graph; we present the results averaged over all the a ributes in the dataset. Table 4 depicts the result for content distribution. Observe that UNI, where nodes are selected uniformly at random, is the best sampler for preserving content distribution. is is because UNI creates an unbiased estimate of content distribution making it ideal for all a ributes. In contrast, a ribute-agnostic samplers like BFS are in uenced by homophily in the network, and the proposed a ribute-aware samplers are intrinsically biased towards new a ribute values. Surprisingly, even though MHRW and re-weighted RW have a uniform stationary distribution, it shows poor nite sample performance [5] .
For the second data characterization task, we compute coverage of content (a ribute) in sampled graph averaged over all a ributes. Table 5 shows the e ciency of samplers at exploring di erent attribute values. A ribute-aware samplers like IXS and BAL, being biased towards rare a ribute values (Lemma 3.1), perform much For the third data characterization task, we compute the similarity in distribution of network features : degree, clustering and path length. We report the mean KS statistic between the sample and underlying network feature distributions in Table 6 . We observe similar behavior among all datasets, but due to space constraints, we show results from only Patent and Enron datasets. e network characteristic for the remaining datasets-Facebook, Pokec and Wikipedia-is shown in Table 10 . Leskovec and Horvitz [14] suggest a fast, approximate path-length distribution computation by randomly selecting 1000 nodes to construct shortest path from the selected nodes to all other nodes in the network. As expected, a ribute-agnostic samplers such as MHRW and XS outperform a ribute-aware samplers. is is because FF, XS, RW and MHRW are link-trace samplers designed to preserve network structure characteristics. UNI (sampling nodes uniformly at random) is the worst sampler due to low edge density in real-world networks; low edge density causes UNI sampled graphs to have a large number of disconnected components.
In the fourth data characterization task, we compute the absolute di erence in assortivity between the sampled a ributed graph and the original a ributed graph. e absolute di erence between assortativity values are shown in Table 7 . Observe that there is no sampler that distinctly outperforms others at preserving assortativity. It remains an open problem to design an e cient sampler that can preserve network-content relationship over a wide range of networks.
In sum, we saw in this section that UNI performs best for content distribution sampling, a ribute-aware samplers are e cient 
DISCOVERING CONTENT CLUSTERS
In this section, we present experimental results that show the e ects of di erent types of link-trace samplers on content clustering. First, we discuss the experimental setup including validation metrics. Finally in Section 5.2 we present our experimental results. Clustering is a statistical technique to organize objects into groups. Consider a collection of n objects {x i }. e goal of clustering is to partition the collection into k groups such that objects within each group are more similar to each other than with objects in other groups. In particular, we assume that the content a ributes of the nodes in the network can be partitioned into k groups. us the goal is to develop samplers that preserves the k groups of the original data in the sample. In this paper, we shall consider the case of non-overlapping clusters. Furthermore, we are speci cally interested in the use of the collection {x i } referred as the content a ributes of the nodes.
Experimental setup
In this section we discuss the datasets used in the experiments as well as the evaluation methodologies speci c to clustering.
Dataset description: We test on real-world and synthetic datasets. We study the impact of sampling on clustering performance on all ve real-world a ributed graphs: Facebook, Patent, Enron, Pokec and Wikipedia. Synthetic datasets are valuable because not only can we control the ground-truth clusters, but we can also vary the characteristics such as purity, skew and assortativity and observe their e ects on the clustering results. We employ synthetic network generation model discussed in Section 2.2 to generate a ributed networks from several network generators including LFR, Wa sStrogatz and Barabasi models with varying content characteristics of purity, skew and assortativity. Additionally when synthesizing the data, we assume that each object belongs to only one cluster. Furthermore, the model generates three a ributes-two continuous and one discrete a ribute-for each node or object. e a ribute values are in uenced by parameters of purity, skew and assortativity.
Evaluation: Clusters from real-world and synthetic clustering are evaluated di erently. In absence of ground-truth clusters, we use two di erent metrics for real-world datasets: cluster coverage and silhoue e coe cient. Cluster coverage is de ned over discrete a ributes in Facebook, Patent and Pokec as the ratio of the number of unique a ribute combinations (content cluster) in the sample to the maximum number of a ribute combinations. Due to the very high a ribute size of Wikipedia, we de ne the coverage of a ributes as the ratio of number of a ributes observed in sample to the total number of a ributes in the underlying network. Silhoue e coe cient captures the compactness of clusters and is used here to evaluate clustering quality in the Enron dataset, which comprises continuous a ributes. For synthetic networks, since we know the ground truth label assignments, we use Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) to evaluate the clusters.
Experimental results
Now, we present experimental results for real-world and synthetic networks. We begin with a discussion of results for real-world networks.
We present the clustering performance for ve real-world datasets: Facebook, Patent, Enron, Wikipedia and Pokec. We observe very similar behavior of a ribute-agnostic samplers, FF, MHRW, BFS and RW; we only plot RW as the representative of random walk variants. Figure 4 shows a ribute-aware samplers like IXS signicantly outperform a ribute-agnostic samplers such as RW and XS.
e results show expected behavior. Being biased towards unseen a ributes (Lemma 3.1), IXS discovers content clusters (unique attribute combinations) much faster than RW samplers. RIXS and ExP does remarkably be er than UNI across all a ributed networks. At low sampling percentages (1, 2, 3%), IXS's performance is >144% be er than UNI's performance in Pokec and Wikipedia networks, while it is >40% be er in Facebook and Patent. Likewise, ExP is be er than UNI by a margin of 10% in Enron network.
Wikipedia is a highly unusual dataset. It has a very large number of a ributes (7,969) compared to just 1,564 philosopher nodes. On average, there are ve unique a ributes per node. Furthermore, the a ributes in Wikipedia are highly asymmetric binary variables, i.e. probability of a philosopher page having some a ribute like "feminist = True" or "China = True" is very small (1%). As a consequence, the surprise created by almost every philosopher in the frontier set diverges. e divergence is ampli ed when the ∆ is large, thereby subduing the surprise (divergence) from the node . As a result BAL, the information sampler that has smallest ∆ = ϕ has the best performance (fourth sub gure of Figure 4 ). e information surprise de ned by IXS can easily be extended to handle asymmetric binary a ributes. us, the information surprise can be conveniently used to solve bag-of-words model. e surprise can be simpli ed when the words in a document be treated as Bernoulli random variables. is reduces the time complexity to compute the surprise of a document to the order of document size. is reduction in complexity enables the IXS derived samplers remain fast and scalable while exploring new information.
We now present our analysis from synthetic networks. An extensive set of experiments on synthetic a ributed networks reveal the e ect of network structure, content purity (separability of clusters), skewness of cluster sizes and content-network assortativity on sampling performance. First, we observe that link-trace samplers show surprisingly li le variation over di erent network structures including Barabasi, Wa s-Strogatz and LFR [12] network structures. Second, purity or separability of content clusters enable samplers discover clusters much faster. ird, skewness of the cluster sizes makes it di cult for smaller sized clusters to be discovered. Fourth, assortativity controls the access of link-trace samplers to di erent clusters; therefore lower assortativity means be er cluster access and discovery. Finally, we show via Lemma 3.1 that unseen a ribute biasness and strati ed content sampling helps a ribute-aware samplers such as IXS circumvent the above e ects. Now, we begin with a detailed discussion of results for synthetic networks.
Network e ect: Link trace samplers show surprisingly li le variation over very di erent network structures. In this experiment, we tested di erent networks structures : Barabasi, Wa s-Strogatz (p = 0.1, high clustering coe cient) and LFR (µ = 0.1, high clustering with power law degree distribution). We notice that the samplers' relative performance remains unchanged over the three networks. Furthermore, we observe that IXS based samplers does consistently be er than other samplers. IXS strati es the content by sampling nodes that have very di erent content characteristics, and this makes the content easier to cluster. It is interesting to note that a ribute-aware samplers outperform UNI since independent sampling of network nodes is considered as the ideal case for content. UNI over-samples nodes in clusters of large sizes, thus making them poorer at cluster preservation. A ribute-agnostic samplers are a ected not only by the cluster size but also by the assortativity in network making them even poorer at cluster preservation.
Content dependence: A ribute-aware samplers perform signicantly be er than a ribute-agnostic samplers. e results as shown in Table 8 reveal that for every case, there is a a ribute-aware samplers that outperforms other samplers in a statistically signi cant manner (p < 0.05). In the best scenario of medium skew, high assortativity and low purity (s m , a h , p l ), a ribute-aware samplers achieves an improvement over existing baselines by as much as 45%.
Content characteristics-purity, skew and assortativity-a ect the sampling performance to varying extent. Table 8 suggests that each of the three characteristics has di erent impact on clustering performance. At low purity, high skew and low assortativity, the samplers are least likely to discover clusters accurately, while at high purity, low skew and high assortativity, the samplers are very e cient at preserving clusters.
Purity: All samplers perform be er with increased purity. As purity increases, the clusters get well separated thereby improving the performance. It is therefore not surprising that when purity is high, skew and assortativity becomes less relevant. At the same value of purity, samplers other than content aware samplers, show a marginal decrease in performance as skew and assortativity increase.
Skew: Observing the three blocks of columns in Table 8 from le to right, we clearly see that increased skew makes it harder for the samplers to preserve the clustering. It is unclear as to why the performance slightly improves at mid-skew levels which was expected to be slightly worse o . is may be due to an interaction e ect among the three parameters and is an e ect not fully understood. In general, as skew in the data cluster increases, it becomes increasingly di cult to identify smaller sized clusters, thereby degrading the clustering performance.
Assortativity: High values of assortativity cause performance degradation at mid-skew and high-skew levels in Table 8 by acting as a bo leneck for link trace samplers. Observe that at mid-skew and high-skew levels and high-purity levels, greater randomness (a l → 0) leads to greater correct (p h ) cluster information and therefore be er performance. Conversely at low-purity levels, NMI performance degrades owing to the fact that now greater information means more noisy information since clusters overlap. is happens due to the fact that high purity implies clusters are well separated and therefore learning about new clusters improves the overall clustering performance. In sum, assortativity controls access of link-trace samplers to di erent content clusters. Table 8 : e clustering preservation goal is to have maximum possible normalized mutual information. e table shows different samplers' performances at preserving content-clusters in a LFR (µ = 0.1) network. It is evident from the table that the parameters of skew (s l = 0, s m = 0.22, s h = 0.52), purity (p l = 0.2, p h = 10) and assortativity (a l = 0, a h = 1) have a signi cant impact on the classi cation performance at di erent values (l: low, m: medium, h: high). e last row depicts the performance improvement of IXS over UNI. is is prominent at high skew, high purity and low assortativity. In this section, we observe that higher-level content structure, i.e. content clusters. Importantly, we nd that a ribute-aware sampling is be er at preserving cluster information than uniform sampling.
is is important since uniform samplers are the gold standard for sampling a ributes. In the next section, we explore the impact of sampling on another data mining task-classi cation.
CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we present our results for classi cation. We shall rst describe the experimental setup used for the experiments, followed by presentation of results.
A classi er is de ned as follows. Assume that we have a collection of n objects with corresponding features {x i } and target label { i }. e goal is to learn a function f (x) using the given collection that predicts a label for an unseen input x. us, the classi cation goal is to learn f given { x i , i } such that E(|| f (x) − ||) is minimized over unseen inputs x. Furthermore, we assume graph input for training the classi er and the target labels are available.
Experimental setup
In this section, we provide a description of the experimental setup comprising a view of datasets used, evaluation methodologies and target label selection for classi cation.
Dataset description: We test preservation of content classes on real-world and synthetic datasets. For real-world datasets, we employ three networks-Facebook, Patent and Enron. We did not test our classi er on Pokec that has too few (just two) categorical a ributes, and Wikipedia that has too many (7,969) categorical a ributes, in absence of a relevant prediction task. We use one of the a ributes as the target label ( ) and the rest of a ributes as the features (x). For the synthetic datasets, we use di erent variations of the network generators, and di erent combinations of content characteristics by varying the purity, skew and assortativity [10] .
Furthermore, we use three a ributes of nodes: two continuous and one discrete a ribute as the features (x) and cluster id as the target ( ). Additionally, we normalize all continuous and discrete features using well-known z-score standardization and one-hot encoding respectively [2] .
Evaluation : e evaluation metric for classi cation di er slightly depending on whether the target a ribute ( ) is discrete or continuous. For predicting discrete a ributes, we use the weighted F 1 score while R 2 coe cient of determination for predicting continuous a ributes.
Target label selection: We choose speci c a ributes to predict for real-world and synthetic datasets. e choice for picking a ributes to predict for each of the real-world datasets-Facebook, Patent and Enron-was based on the following two principles. First, across the three real-world datasets, we picked a ributes of varying cardinality to help us understand the e ect of cardinality. Second, we employed a simple principle to identify variables used to predict the target a ribute: the target a ribute had to exhibit correlation to the features a ributes. We note in passing that feature selection itself is o en a hard task. us, for Facebook we predict "gender" using feature set "locale", "education type". For Patent dataset, we predict a ributes "country" in Patent and "Average content length" in Enron using the rest of the a ributes as features. Finally for synthetic dataset, we choose to predict the cluster id.
Experimental results
Now, we present the experimental results of real-world and synthetic networks. We begin the results with real-world networks. We present the classi cation results for real world datasets: Facebook, Patent and Enron. A ribute-aware samplers are a be er choice of sampling than UNI for all classi cation tasks. e classication performance for Facebook, Patent and Enron (regression) is shown in Figure 5 . For Facebook dataset, IXS achieves over 18% relative gain in the weighted F 1 over competing samplers such as UNI and RW variants. For Patent dataset, we note that a ributeaware and a ribute-agnostic samplers are be er than UNI by a margin of 2%. e overall weighted F 1 performance of almost all samplers is high due to skewed distribution of the target a ribute (i.e. country's skew = 0.70). Similarly for Enron dataset, we observe the ExP is a be er choice for sampling than RW or UNI sampler. UNI and other a ribute-agnostic samplers su er from class skew in most real-world datasets. However, a ribute-aware samplers such as IXS and ExP circumvent this problem by e ective diversi ed or surprise-driven sampling in a ribute value space.
We now present classi cation analysis on synthetic networks. Classi cation and clustering results are remarkably similar for synthetic dataset. Since, our target class and clusters are exactly the same, the results are therefore very similar. From Table 9 , we observe that for any combination of content characteristics including purity, skew and assortativity, a ribute-aware samplers are signicantly be er than a ribute-agnostic samplers. It is not surprising that IXS and other a ribute-aware samplers consistently outperform UNI. is is because IXS to some extent solves the "class balancing problem" via strati ed sampling of objects from each class. IXS achieves a performance gain of much as 30% over the uniform baseline samplers. Furthermore, IXS does best when the classes are highly skewed, the a ributes have low assortative mixing and the purity of classes is high.
RELATED WORK
Not surprisingly, inference from content gathered by network sampling arises in many diverse areas. We study the prior works related to our work in three di erent areas: network sampling, content sampling and joint network-content sampling "Representative subgraph" sampling closely resembles to our methodology of sampling a ributed network. Representative subgraph sampling aims to construct a sampled subgraph that has network structure very similar to that of the original network. Forest Fire [13] preserved several key network structure characteristics. Hubler et al. [9] showed via Metropolis algorithm that prior knowledge of the network can help in obtaining be er representative samples. e objective of our work is preservation of content properties and not just the network structure.
Another line of research on network sampling focuses on understanding the biases of existing samplers and ways to obtain uniform samples. Kurant et al. [11] quanti ed the degree bias for several network samplers and proposed new ways to correct them. Costenbander et al. [4] did thorough analysis of the e ect of noise (sample) on network centrality estimation. Gjoka et al. [5] implemented the proposed uniform link-trace samplers on very massive Facebook network to validate the results. Chierice i et al. [3] proposed an e cient random walk sampling strategy for sampling according to a prescribed distribution not just "uniform" sampling. Maiya et al. [18] exploited the bias instead of correcting it to design expansion based samplers. Similar to Maiya's work, we exploit the bias of entropy based samplers to balance the a ributes in the sample, yielding improved classi cation and clustering performance.
ere has been a plethora of research on sampling content from an unknown population distribution. Our objective resembles with these surveys that try to estimate the underlying content characteristics. However most the well known samplers such as Poisson sampling, strati ed sampling, etc. [23] require random access to the nodes in dataset, prior knowledge in some cases, and therefore fail to capture network structure. e idea of surprise based data sampling is however not new. It has been used in the elds of graph visualization, information retrieval, active learning, etc. For example, in classical database search, Sarwagi [26] used the Maximum Entropy principle to model a user's knowledge and aid the user in exploring OLAP data cubes. In graph visualization work [25] , the authors chose to highlight the neighbors that are most surprising in information. Our work borrows the idea of surprise de ned in terms of entropy and strati ed sampling principles to design be er a ributed-network samplers.
Sociological and statistical studies on social networks such as friendship recommendation, link prediction, a ribute inference, type distribution, etc. implicitly rely upon both content and network. However there is li le prior work on understanding the e ect of sampling on joint network-content characteristics. Li et al. [17] studied ve di erent sampling strategies for node-type and link-type distribution preservation. ey noted that sample size of 15% from RDS, the best sampling strategy, can preserve "location type" distribution in Twi er network very well. Yang et al. [30] proposed a semantic sampling strategy, Relational Pro le sampling, that preserves the semantic relationship types in a heterogeneous networks. Park et al. [22] remarked about the ine ciency of the existing network samplers in estimating node a ributes. Although seemingly similar, the previous works have been speci c to tasks such as a ribute distribution and node-type preservation. However, we present samplers for tasks such as clustering and classi cation, along-with theoretical proofs of bias and convergence. To the best of our knowledge, we are the rst to propose network samplers for data mining purposes like clustering and classi cation.
LIMITATIONS
Now, we discuss limitations of this work. First, much of the analysis assumes that we have no missing values; while the algorithms would work in the case of missing values, it would useful to introduce a noise model to formally estimate error in surprise when confronted with missing values. Second, the time and space complexity of IXS is greater than MHRW and RW. e incremental update complexity is O(µ log |S| + µ 2 ), where µ is the mean degree, while it is O(1) for RW or MHRW. Some of this can be mitigated by appropriate content-network structures. For example, we commonly assume that a node has access to the id's of its neighbors, but not the a ributes of its neighboring nodes; this can be easily recti ed, reducing the incremental time complexity. ird, the analysis of the Wikipedia dataset reveals that when the a ributes are numerous, binary and highly asymmetric, we need to modify the de nition of surprise to handle the case, perhaps by de ning an symmetric version of surprise. Finally, our model of link-trace sampling is limited: many social networks allow us to make queries on the content directly by returning network nodes that satisfy the query. It would be interesting to expand the sampling paradigm to incorporate a more rich query model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented new a ribute-aware sampling methodologies for a ributed networks. e problem is important because data mining tasks such as clustering or classi cation are commonplace on the nodal a ributes of real-world networks. A key challenge is that these large networks are o en sampled with BFS or RW, which were never designed to preserve content characteristics. In the rst of its kind study, we show that these samplers are suboptimal for standard data mining tasks. We proposed several samplers based on the idea of information expansion. We have excellent results with information based sampling outperforming the baselines for data mining tasks such as cluster preservation, with average-case performance improvements over 45%. 
